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Not your run of the mill …or and an “off the shelf” solution. It’s Cube Care.

We are firm believers that curtains can transform a space. In healthcare you are limited in the tones 
and finishes you can use for your walls, since you’re catering to such a large audience. But with cubicle 
curtains you can add style by choosing unique and interesting fabrics, adding color and energy into 
a space without having to remodel or spend a lot of money. Our mesh is tailor-finished with a header 
and footer that are integrated into the mesh, and you can choose between white and tan options. All 
of our hospital curtains are manufactured in keeping with stringent industry regulations—we use fire-
retardant fabric and mesh that meet and exceed local, state and federal regulations, and snag-free 
headers, to assure safety and compliance with every product.
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C L A S S I C  C U B I C L E  C U R T A I N S

In many facilities the length of a curtain track can vary from room to room. Our Classic Cubicle Curtains 
are perfect for locations where you want your curtain to be custom sized to match your track. How 
does this work? We take the length of your track and add 10% for fullness, this way you can be sure that 
your curtain will provide you with privacy!

Our Classic Curtains will be manufactured differently depending on the fabric that you select and the 
way that the pattern is woven on that fabric. If it is a railroaded fabric then your cubicle curtain will 
have a seamless fabrication, meaning there won’t be any seams running vertically on it.

Privacy Curtain Specifications:

Below are some of the fabrication details on all of our classic curtains:

• Double-fold, built in Mesh Header
• Rust-proof Grommets spaced every 6”
• 1” Double-stitched bottom and side hems
• Seamless construction for railroaded (“off the roll”) fabrics/patterns
• French folds for non-railroaded curtains (“up the roll” patterns)
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C L A S S I C  C U B I C L E  C U R T A I N S

Cubicle Curtain Options

No matter which Cubicle Curtain style or system you decide to go with, we also offer additional details 
that can be added to make your cubicle curtains unique and specially tailored to your facility. Here 
are some of those options:

Anti-Microbial Treatments

Cube Care Company is pleased to offer the latest in anti-microbial treatments with our program, “Con-
stant Care”. We use Aegis anti-microbial technology to protect our cubicle curtains against mold, 
fungi, algae, and most harmful bacteria. This, in turn protects you and your patients, helping to reduce 
exposure to hospital-acquired infections. Unlike some other treatments, our treatment uses no toxic 
chemicals, is non-leaching, non-depleting, won’t create “Superbugs”, and is EPA registered.
 

With our Constant Care program, not only can we treat your brand new cubicle curtains, but we can 
also treat curtains that you currently have hanging in your facility. Just send them to us, and we will 
send back your clean and Anti-Microbial treated curtains.

In addition to cubicle curtains our service can be extended to new draperies, cart covers, and even 
window treatments! Give us a call today to discuss pricing and details.

Framed Style Cubicle Curtains

This option is applied to the mesh of a curtain to give it a nice “framed” look as well as added rein-
forcement. Fabric matching the body of the curtain is taken and is placed in a 1 ½” border around the 
top and sizes of the mesh. 
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C L A S S I C  C U B I C L E  C U R T A I N S

Standard Mesh on Cubicle Curtains (Unframed)

Mesh Color Options Available

This option is applied to the mesh of a curtain to give it a nice “framed” look as well as added rein-
forcement. Fabric matching the body of the curtain is taken and is placed in a 1 ½” border around the 
top and sizes of the mesh. 

Tie Backs

Tie backs can be used to hold a hospital curtain back when not in use. We have two options available: 
Curtain tie back or Fabric tie back.

Buff

Curtain tie back: Extruded PVC (Plastic) or 
Nickel-Plated

White

Fabric tie back available in the same or
complimentary fabric as the curtain. Includes 

3/4” white velcro on each end. 
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C U B E  C A R E  P A N E L  S Y S T E M

The Cube Care Panel System is a way of providing a house-wide standardization system that can save 
your facility time, money, and storage space…to name a few!

Once a fabric has been selected for your facility, this system uses a series of identical panels of the 
same width and length. When they are installed on the track the curtains are overlapped at the grom-
mets by 6”. Panels are then added to your track until you have full coverage to ensure.

The panels on a Cube Care Panel System come in two different widths, 72” and 90”, and this is solely 
determined by the fabric that is used. There are two basic types of fabric, Railroaded and Non-Rail-
roaded (or “Up the Roll”). For Railroaded fabrics a 90” panel width is used. For “Up the Roll” fabrics the 
panel width is 72”. This is because the way the pattern is oriented on the bolt of fabric limits the size for 
fabrication.

**Please see our FAQ’s for more information on how to determine your hospital curtain length.**

The length of your panels can be made to your exact needs and is determined by your ceiling height 
and the distance off the floor that is required by your facility. Each facility has a different requirement 
for how far off the floor curtains have to be, however we typically see between 10-12” off the floor. 
This is so that the curtains don’t interfere with cleaning floors and so they don’t get dirty or caught on 
equipment wheels.

“Cube Care Panel System installed on track”
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C U B E  C A R E  P A N E L  S Y S T E M

Cubicle Curtain Options

No matter which Cubicle Curtain style or system you decide to go with, we also offer additional details 
that can be added to make your cubicle curtains unique and specially tailored to your facility. Here 
are some of those options:

Anti-Microbial Treatments

Cube Care Company is pleased to offer the latest in anti-microbial treatments with our program, “Con-
stant Care”. We use Aegis anti-microbial technology to protect our cubicle curtains against mold, 
fungi, algae, and most harmful bacteria. This, in turn protects you and your patients, helping to reduce 
exposure to hospital-acquired infections. Unlike some other treatments, our treatment uses no toxic 
chemicals, is non-leaching, non-depleting, won’t create “Superbugs”, and is EPA registered.
 

With our Constant Care program, not only can we treat your brand new cubicle curtains, but we can 
also treat curtains that you currently have hanging in your facility. Just send them to us, and we will 
send back your clean and Anti-Microbial treated curtains.

In addition to cubicle curtains our service can be extended to new draperies, cart covers, and even 
window treatments! Give us a call today to discuss pricing and details.

Framed Style Cubicle Curtains

This option is applied to the mesh of a curtain to give it a nice “framed” look as well as added rein-
forcement. Fabric matching the body of the curtain is taken and is placed in a 1 ½” border around the 
top and sizes of the mesh. 
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C U B E  C A R E  P A N E L  S Y S T E M

Standard Mesh on Cubicle Curtains (Unframed)

Mesh Color Options Available

This option is applied to the mesh of a curtain to give it a nice “framed” look as well as added rein-
forcement. Fabric matching the body of the curtain is taken and is placed in a 1 ½” border around the 
top and sizes of the mesh. 

Tie Backs

Tie backs can be used to hold a hospital curtain back when not in use. We have two options available: 
Curtain tie back or Fabric tie back.

Buff

Curtain tie back: Extruded PVC (Plastic) or 
Nickel-Plated

White

Fabric tie back available in the same or
complimentary fabric as the curtain. Includes 

3/4” white velcro on each end. 
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I T ’ S  A  S N A P

Cube Care’s “It’s a Snap” system is another system that can be used to reduce the amount of time and 
effort used to maintain your facilities cubicle curtains. These curtains come with a detachable mesh 
that attaches to the curtain with special “snaps”, no longer making it necessary to use ladders and 
tools to remove panels! It’s easy to remove, and just as easy to install.

There are three different options when going with the “It’s a Snap” system; you can choose a Classic 
Cubicle Curtain with Snaps, Continuous Mesh Curtain, or a Panel Mesh Curtain.

Classic Cubicle Curtain with Snaps

Just like our Classic Cubicle Curtains, these snap curtains are sized to fit a 
specific length of track. This is a great option to select when you want just 
ONE piece of mesh and ONE piece of fabric per track configuration. 
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More about our “It’s A Snap” system…
All of our “It’s A Snap” curtains feature many of the same benefits as our Classic Curtains, such as:
• Rust-proof grommets spaced every 6”
• Durable and Flame Resistant polyester mesh w/ built in header and footer.
• Your choice of White or Buff mesh
• 1” Double-stitched bottom and side hems
Our snaps are spaced every 4 ½” featuring a colored snap cap in standard colors of white and tan to 
give your curtains a nice and finished look. (Additional colors are also available for custom requests.)

P R O D U C T  D E T A I L S
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I T ’ S  A  S N A P

Continuous Mesh Curtain

A Continuous Mesh Curtain combines the aesthetics of our Classic Curtain, 
the convenience of our Paneling system, and the ease of a Snap System!

This option comes with a piece of continuous (and seamless) mesh that 
is specially sized to match the size of your track configuration. The fabric 
portion is made up of equally sized panels, and when they are attached to 
the mesh they are overlapped by 5”. The panels are 66” wide x your speci-
fied length and the number of panels that will be used is determined by 
the size of the mesh. 

**Please see our “Rules of Engagement for ‘It’s A Snap’” for Mesh sizes and 
Panels required.**

Panel Mesh Curtain

The Panel Mesh Curtain option is very similar to our Cube Care Paneling 
System. The Mesh portion will be equal in width to the fabric panels, which 
is 66” wide, and when they are installed on the track they are overlapped 
at the grommets at 6”. Just like our paneling system, the benefit to this op-
tion is that you don’t need to match a specific mesh size to any track, just 
add the panels until you have the coverage you need!

**Please see our “Rules of Engagement for ‘It’s A Snap’” for Panels required 
for track coverage.**
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Cubicle Curtain Options

No matter which Cubicle Curtain style or system you decide to go with, we also offer additional details 
that can be added to make your cubicle curtains unique and specially tailored to your facility. Here 
are some of those options:

Anti-Microbial Treatments

Cube Care Company is pleased to offer the latest in anti-microbial treatments with our program, “Con-
stant Care”. We use Aegis anti-microbial technology to protect our cubicle curtains against mold, 
fungi, algae, and most harmful bacteria. This, in turn protects you and your patients, helping to reduce 
exposure to hospital-acquired infections. Unlike some other treatments, our treatment uses no toxic 
chemicals, is non-leaching, non-depleting, won’t create “Superbugs”, and is EPA registered.
 

With our Constant Care program, not only can we treat your brand new cubicle curtains, but we can 
also treat curtains that you currently have hanging in your facility. Just send them to us, and we will 
send back your clean and Anti-Microbial treated curtains.

In addition to cubicle curtains our service can be extended to new draperies, cart covers, and even 
window treatments! Give us a call today to discuss pricing and details.

Framed Style Cubicle Curtains

This option is applied to the mesh of a curtain to give it a nice “framed” look as well as added rein-
forcement. Fabric matching the body of the curtain is taken and is placed in a 1 ½” border around the 
top and sizes of the mesh. 
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Standard Mesh on Cubicle Curtains (Unframed)

Mesh Color Options Available

This option is applied to the mesh of a curtain to give it a nice “framed” look as well as added rein-
forcement. Fabric matching the body of the curtain is taken and is placed in a 1 ½” border around the 
top and sizes of the mesh. 

Tie Backs

Tie backs can be used to hold a hospital curtain back when not in use. We have two options available: 
Curtain tie back or Fabric tie back.

Buff

Curtain tie back: Extruded PVC (Plastic) or 
Nickel-Plated

White

Fabric tie back available in the same or
complimentary fabric as the curtain. Includes 

3/4” white velcro on each end. 
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TIE BACK 

INSTALLATION  INSTRUCTIONS 

Figure 3 

Notes: 
 
 

STEP 1. Draw a plumb, 2" long vertical line on the wall where you want to locate the Curtain Tie Back. 

 

STEP 2. Use the Curtain Tie Back as a template and trace the mounting holes on the wall over the vertical line. 

 

STEP 3. Drill 1/4" holes in the wall for the alligator anchors and push the anchors into the holes on the wall. 

 

STEP 4. Insert the small end bead of the beaded chain into the bottom hole on the back of the Curtain Tie 

Back. For curtains with less fabric cut the beaded chain to a shorter length. 

 

STEP 5. Line up Curtain Tie Back with alligator anchors in the wall. Position the curtain tie back on the wall while 

keeping the beaded chain inserted in the back of the Curtain Tie Back. Screw into the alligator anchors with 

the #8 x 1" sheet metal screws. 

 

STEP 6. Slide the curtains to the wall by the Curtain Tie Back. Wrap the beaded chain around the curtains and 

insert the large ball into the top of the Curtain Tie Back. 
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Facility: ______________________________ 
 

 

Contact: ____________________________ 
 

 

Phone:   _____________________________ 
 

 

Email:  _______________________________ 

 
  

Please fill one out for each different configuration you may have. 
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Tracks Cubicle Curtains /Fabrics 

Quantity Room# Bed/Bay Config. # A B C D Ceiling 
Height 

Finished 

Length 
Pattern Color Comments 

             

             

             

             

             

             

Proposal#  ___________    Project#  ____________   Page ___of ___ 
 

Measurements taken By: _____________________________________________ 

Please fill one out for each different configuration you have. 

Configurations 

□ Quote for Tracks Only       

□ Quote for Curtains Only      

□ Quote for Tracks and Curtains 
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Inherently Flame Retardant Fabrics provided thru CUBE CARE COMPANY has been designed and 

engineered expressly for institutional application, and is woven of Trevira CS polyester yarn for inherent 

and permanent flame resistance. This style will meet the requirements of both NPFA 701 and California 

Fire Marshal Title 19 test methods for vertical flammability.  

 

 

 

 

 

CARE INSTRUCTIONS 

Wash Cycle:  Machine wash in temperature not exceeding 160 °F. Using 
SYNTETHIC detergent.  
DO NOT USE BLEACH  
DO NOT EXTRACT 
30 SECOND SPIN MAY BE USED TO REMOVE EXCESS 
MOISTURE. REMOVE LOAD IMMEDIATELY. 

   

Drying Cycle:  Tumble dry 3-5 minutes on SYNTETHIC cycle (110 °F) until 
damp dry and remove immediately. 

   

Finishing:  No Finishing if fabric is re-hung at termination of drying 
cycle. Occasional light touch-up with hand iron (275 °F 
maximum) may be desired.  
DO NOT MANGLE 

   
 

Trevira CS is a trademark of KoSa 
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Specifications for Mesh Fabric 

Product Name :   Cube Care Mesh 

 

►   Content   : 100% Flame Resistant Polyester. 

 

►   Washable  : Up to 160 degrees. 

 

►   Available sizes  : 20 inch, 25 inch & 28 inch 

    : Unfinished product has a 3.5 inch header and 1 inch      

  selvage. Once sewn a tailor 1/4  inch header with a 

  1/2 inch footer. 

 

►   Colors   : White and Sand 

 

►   Custom colors available  : Minimum purchase for customs is 5000 yards 

 

►   Custom sizes available  : Minimum purchase for customs is 5000 yards 

 

►   Meets   : NFPA 701 FR testing. 

 

►   Meets   : NFPA 13 Mesh area has 70% openness factor. 

 


